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an incident that occurred at Keelung, Formosa. The trouble
arose because three British sailors were accused of not paying a
taxi-fare. As a result they were taken to the police station, where
they received injuries, one of them having his jaw broken. The
British naval officer who went to their help was insulted by the
Japanese police.
Wednesday 28	the bank besmirched with paint
In the early hours of the morning the new Tivoli corner of the
Bank of England was smeared with a sticky paint and on it a
crudely-drawn swastika. This is the third case this week, for,
in addition to the figure of "Day "over the London Transport
headquarters, "Rima" in Hyde Park was once more disfigured.
the statue of liberty
The Statue of Liberty, well known to everyone who visits
New York, was to-day rededicated on the fiftieth anniversary
of its original unveiling. The statue was originally presented to
the United States by the French people in commemoration of the
centenary of American independence.
germany and raw materials
In the Sportpalast, before a great gathering, General Goring
addressed an impassioned appeal to the entire German
nation to collaborate with him in his new task of supervising
the Four-Year Plan of self-sufficiency in raw materials. His
speech relied largely for its effect on the picture of a hostile,
callous, uncomprehending, and chaotic "wodd' hemming in an
ill-used, orderly, hard-working German^JJ^reat Britain came
in for special condemnation for clinging to ^Germany's "stolen"
colonies. "We possess no colonies," he said. "They were stolen
from us in an unfortunate war. We are told to buy raw materials
with gold. We would be ready to do so if all our gold had not
been stolen from us." He poured scorn on those who sought to
pile their tables with out-of-season delicacies out of snobbery,
and raised a laugh by suggesting that there were some people
who, if told that straw hats were scarce in winter, would rush
off to try to buy one. There must be peace in the works, and no
petty denunciations. They would make their own rubber and
their own clothes. Nothing was impossible. National-Socialist
government had proved that. Germany does not capitulate.
the death of sir edgar britten
Commodore Sir Edgar Britten, first captain of the Queen
Mary, had a fatal stroke in his cabin when about to get up at
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